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I. Introduction 
 
Energy transition is high on every country’s agenda. Many have committed to strict targets to lower 
greenhouse gas emissions as a measure to limit global warming. The switch from fossil fuels to 
renewable and sustainable energy sources is challenging, while the clock is ticking. At the moment, 
the most implemented alternatives for hydrocarbons are solar and wind. Within the wind energy 
space, offshore energy generation is an obvious solution, because of the ample global availability of 
wind and space, without too many disrupting NIMBY effects. The interest in offshore wind is also 
reflected in the recent installation numbers, showing a slowdown of onshore activity, and ramping up 
of offshore projects. 
 
From a mere cost perspective, offshore wind energy is still relatively expensive. Especially once the 
“easy” shallow-water acreage has been covered, it will become inevitable to focus on locations that 
are in deeper waters and further offshore. This will most likely result in a higher cost price per energy 
unit, indicated in Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE). 
 
Purpose of this white paper is to address one of the main challenges that the wind industry encounters 
on its steep path of expansion: increasing the supply chain efficiency. More specifically, the potential 
of feeder solutions for transportation of components for offshore construction will be explored. 
Key variables for wind farm development are operational efficiency and cost levels, clearly two sides 
of the same coin. Greenhouse gas emissions are another important aspect to bear in mind. This 
variable may even tip the balance when opting for alternative supply chain solutions. 
 
During the interviews that serve as a basis for this analysis, industrial conservatism was often part of 
the conversation. “If it ain’t broke, don’t mend it”, so let’s continue to use wind turbine installation 
vessels also for transportation of the turbine components from port into the wind farm. But wind farm 
developments in the US offer a great – yet not entirely voluntary - opportunity to test alternatives. 
There are just not enough US-flag installation vessels available for the foreseeable future to execute 
the ambitious offshore wind plans – so how can this supply shortage issue be solved? 
 
The analysis in this white paper will be on two levels. On an execution level, we will take a closer look 
at transportation alternatives for offshore wind farm installation – and see whether gains can be made 
on the path to an optimised supply chain. 
But beyond the single project approach, there is another industry-wide problem looming. Many 
project investment cases are fragile, and today’s economic developments (inflation, interest rates, 
commodity prices – and supply chain issues) do not bode well for future return rates. Can feeder 
alternatives contribute to the offshore business case – and continue to attract investors that can 
enable the implementation of the offshore wind pipeline for the upcoming decades.  
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II. Worldwide Ambitions – but not without Challenges and Obstacles 
 
The pipeline for new offshore wind projects is impressive - and very ambitious. But is it also realistic? 
End of Q3 2022, the global commissioned offshore wind capacity was a little over 50GW. Based on 
country pipelines, this number will is planned to rise to more than 270GW by 2030. In the United 
States for example, the Biden administration has planned for 30GW by 2030 (“30 by 30”). To put this 
target into perspective – that is more than the year-end 2021 capacity of 28 GW that had been 
installed in Europe since the start of offshore wind energy in the early nineties. Now, instead of over 
a period of 30 years, this new US capacity will have to be installed and commissioned within 8 years – 
with virtually no local track record in offshore wind development.2

 
There are clear obstacles and hurdles to a smooth realisation of the offshore wind ambitions. First of 
all, policies and regulations can hamper energy transition ambitions. Final approval is often subject 
to lengthy tender and decision processes including consultation of stakeholders on local, regional and 
national levels. Delays as a result of necessary, yet time-consuming procedures have a grave impact 
on the energy transition progress for offshore wind. 3 
 
Then there is the uncertainty caused by a fickle political environment. Change of government or 
intermediate elections may result in changes to already agreed targets and policies. The situation in 
the United States and South Korea are examples of the potential impact of shifting political winds. 
 
Strict local content requirements affect wind farm development from both a cost and a timing 
perspective. European field developers will, for instance, have the option to look at different vessel 
classes for transportation and installation of the wind turbine components – even though most 
contractors will use the wind turbine installation vessel also for transportation of components in the 
base case. 
If however stimulation policies apply for national industries, then a shortage of qualifying local 
equipment and personnel may force the wind farm developers to find alternatives for all or part of 
the wind farm installation stages. The Jones Act in the United States is a well known example of so-
called cabotage regulation and a case in point. It enhances local content successfully by reserving 
coastwise trade and activities to qualified US-flag vessels. Unfortunately this set of federal laws may 
also increase the LCoE of wind energy and thus potentially even hamper a swift roll-out of renewable 
energy plans in the US.  
 
But even with these hurdles, the underlying trend is of course very positive news for energy transition. 
Massive development of offshore wind energy generation is an essential component on the pathway 
to curb global warming. Ambitions, as the milestones set for 2030, are an excellent driver for 
governments and energy companies to put their money where their mouth is. Subsidies, tax shelters 
and grants are often being used as stimulation, to get off the mark. In the end however, the offshore 
wind industry has to make a standalone, viable business case – and should be able to compete without 
government support with existing energy generation from fossil fuels. To achieve that objective, it is 
important that every aspect of wind farm development will be as efficient and economic as possible. 
 
For our analysis we will assume the existing framework of rules and regulations, as well as any 
(geo)political situations as a given. Although one cannot rule impact out on a case by case basis, they 
should not affect a rational decision when it comes to deploying resources during the installation stage 
of offshore wind projects. 
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III. Wind Farm Life Cycle – Focus on Installation 
 
The wind farm life span in fact already starts before the final investment decision (FID) has been taken. 
This stage comprises activities such as permitting, surveys and large scopes of engineering & design, 
as well as the early stage project management. The early development planning stage takes about 4 
to 6 years until FID. 
 
Our emphasis will be on the wind turbine installation stage of the wind farm life cycle. During the 2 to 
4 years of procurement and installation activities, most of the capital for a project is being spent – 
typically some 50 to 70%. Cost control during construction is essential for the profitability of the wind 
farm during the next 20 to 30 years of operation. 
 
 

 
Picture 1 
 
The actual investment per turbine - or better - per MW, may differ quite a bit. Physical circumstances, 
(water depth, seabed conditions, prevailing sea state, distance to shore) but also technical 
specifications of subsea infrastructure and wind turbines, as well as the local policy framework 
(subsidies, power pricing agreements, labour union, local content requirements) will impact the total 
amount of capital that has to be invested. 
 
A frequently used capital expenditures (CAPEX) breakdown is the one from the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory (NREL). The expenditures are comprising not only the hardware investments in the 
initial infrastructure (turbines and the balance of system), but also include some 18% of “soft costs” - 
as NREL calls them – such as construction finance, contingency and decommissioning. 4 
 
If we assume that the costs for the wind turbine (35%), substructure & foundation (13%) and electrical 
infrastructure (18%) leave relatively limited room for improvement by the project management, then 
the next substantial cost category is assembly & installation. This amount that comprises some 10% 
of the total CAPEX - can be reduced by optimising the supply chain performance. 
 
In fact any risk-reducing improvements during transportation and installation will also have a positive 
impact on use of the project contingency amount. A more efficient and predictable performance of 
the logistics will limit use of this financial headroom for overruns. For now, these derived advantages 
are not being taken into account when comparing transportation alternatives. The impact of a more 
efficient supply chain on the contingency amount will however be of interest for developers in the 
investment decision process, and for contractors in tender procedures; if supply chain expenses can 
be better controlled, the contingency for these activities may accordingly be reduced. 
CAPEX that relate most to the actual installation of the wind farm are the purchase cost of all wind 
turbine components, transportation from port to site, and the subsequent offshore assembly. In 
picture 2 (below), the proportion of these expenses is shown in the two outer segments of the 
doughnut. 
 
Efficiency gains can have a direct impact on project CAPEX when installation costs become lower than 
projected. When the project developer however decides to contract the installation works on a risk 
limiting lump-sum basis, any efficiency upside will stay with the subcontractor under that agreement. 
In that case, there will be no direct positive impact on the project CAPEX. However in the longer run, 
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cost savings from optimised installation processes will be reflected in lower lump sum contracts in a 
competitive tendering environment. 
 
 

 
Picture 2 
 
 
 
IV. Supply Chain Issues 
 
Now let us take a closer look at a few important supply chain issues that are hampering a swift roll-
out of new offshore wind projects. 
 
Shortage of crucial equipment 

The pivotal piece of equipment during the wind turbine installation process is the wind turbine 

installation vessel (WTIV). After the foundations have been installed, the WTIV is the most expensive 

tool at the installation site, and therefore the supply chain for the turbine assembly will have to be 

structured around this unit. 

In many segments of the world fleet, the balance between supply and demand is determined by 

newbuilding orderbook and average age of the fleet. In a perfectly balanced situation, the vessels 

under construction or on order will cover the increase in demand as well as the replacement of retiring 

ships. 

In the case of wind farm installation vessels, there is an additional factor that plays an important role. 

Technological developments always have an impact on changes in ship design, but in this case the 

effect is quite exceptional. The offshore wind industry is in a sizing-up mode, ever since the first wind 

farm in the early 90s (see picture X). For many years, several vessels from the oil & gas industry could 

fairly easily be deployed for the latest generation of wind turbines. Foundations were already within 
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the capabilities of the existing heavy lift vessels, and turbines can often be handled as well after some 

modifications or upgrade. 

The first generation of purpose-built wind farm installation vessels could do the full range of lifting 

work, from foundation and transition piece to tower segments, nacelle and blades. With the sizing-up 

of the wind turbine design – especially in recent years - a split in the fleet has started. Next to the 

multipurpose vessels, contractors have been ordering more specialised units, with a prime focus on 

either foundation or turbine installation. This specialisation will continue, driven by the projected 

increase in foundation weight and turbine height. One of the consequences of this development is 

that many of the existing WTIVs will become obsolete much earlier than expected, as they cannot 

meet the lift requirements for the next generations of turbines. Upgrading of crane capacity is an 

option for younger vessels, thus buying a life extension – at a substantial cost. Many jack-up vessels – 

especially the older ones - are being side-tracked, and condemned to less rewarding repair & 

maintenance work in the existing wind farms with smaller turbines. 

 

While the earlier-generation WTIVs are cascading down in the installation hierarchy, expensive high-

end crane vessels from the oil & gas industry are being chartered in by developers to do “light” turbine 

installation work to fill the supply gap. This is a sub-optimal alternative that comes at dear cost. The 

day rates reflect the substantially higher operational expenses for these behemoths, as well as the 

prevailing mismatch between demand and supply. Competition for these crane vessels will further 

increase with the recovery of the offshore oil & gas market, and even higher rates lie ahead. 

 

Scaling-Up of OWF 

Not only sizing-up (larger, higher-capacity turbines) but also scaling-up (more turbines per wind farm) 
has a profound impact on the logistics for offshore wind. Here again, LCoE is the main driver. If 
offshore wind wants to be a sustainable and affordable alternative, average investment per MW must 
come down. This can be achieved by economies of scale throughout the life cycle of the wind farm. A 
way to accomplish this, is through larger wind farms with more turbines. Average operational 
expenses per turbine will come down because of the higher utilisation of the offshore support assets, 
like SOVs and installation vessels. Response time in case of a turbine’s downtime can be shorter, as it 
makes economic sense to have dedicated repair vessels readily available when a large population of 
turbines has to be taken care of. 
 
 

 
Picture 3. Evolution of wind turbine size and output (Liebreich, 2017) 5 
 

Port Infrastructure & Congestion 

At the shore end of the wind farm supply chain, scale and size already have a massive impact on port 

infrastructure. To install and maintain a wind farm, large plots of land are required. Because of the 
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size of the turbines, hinterland transportation is becoming more difficult. Components will have to be 

manufactured as close as possible to the wind farm’s marshalling port, or be shipped in from 

elsewhere. 

 

The size of the marshalling areas will become more important – not only for the increasing dimensions 

of the turbine components – but also because the number of offshore installations per wind farm is 

growing. Just-in-time project execution is difficult to achieve, as an offshore installation operation is 

more prone to weather impact. 

 

The offshore wind industry is growing exponentially, and the supply chain can hardly keep up with this 

growth. Transportation, assembly and repair functions for wind farms will become more concentrated 

in one place. But also equipment - whether fixed, floating or travelling – is following the growth trend 

of the turbines. Moving them around and have them available when needed, will have to be managed 

meticulously to avoid hitches and delays as a result of congestion. The accumulation of activities in 

one spot, and demand for qualified human resources will rise exponentially. Especially during the 

installation stage of large offshore projects, there may be a mismatch in resources, resulting in upward 

pressure on rates and wages in port – which will impact the total installation cost. 

 

In the specific case of US east coast, access to marshalling ports can also be limited because of the 

existing infrastructure. The air gap of bridges limits the leg length of jack-up vessels that can sail into 

port. Another restriction is the water depth of the access channels of many ports along the coast line. 

 
 
V. Feeders as a Logistical Solution 
 
The simplest way to bring the larger components of a turbine to the wind farm, is by using the 
installation vessel also for transportation purposes. There will be only one interface moment, in port, 
when components are lifted from the quayside onto the WTIV’s deck (picture 4). Because of the 
onboard crane, the installation vessel can be independent of any quayside equipment – though she 
will have to jack up first. A large open deck space of the WTIV makes it possible to take on multiple 
turbine sets in one run, limiting the number of round trips for the installation ship. 
 
 

Picture 4. Installation vessel performing transportation; one interface 
 
In a perfect world, where weather is mild and predictable, where installation vessel supply is abundant 
and where day rates are low, there is no reason to change this “commute” model. Reality is however 
unruly, and multiple factors disturb the logistics. 
To optimise the installation stage of the supply chain, one expects the WTIV to be deployed where it 
is needed most, and no cheaper alternatives are available. Ideally the vessel leaves the installation site 
only once – when the last turbine of the campaign has been completed. 
 
So - what are decisive building blocks of the logistical equation for wind turbine transportation? 

• Cost. A good alternative to the WTIV should in any case be cheaper. If the alternative’s cost 
(charter rate plus additional logistical expenses) is lower than the WTIV’s charter rate, it makes 
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sense to keep the latter in the wind farm to let it do what it has been built for in the first place: 
assembling wind turbines on site, as many and as fast as possible 

• Timeliness. To optimise the utilisation of an installation vessel, a new set of turbine parts should 
be on site as soon as the WITV has jacked up at the next foundation and is positioned to receive 
the components. Any idle time must be avoided 

• Flexibility and redundancy. During the installation stage of the wind farm, everything is about the 
speed of assembly of the turbines. Flexibility can enhance the utilisation of installation vessels. If 
the costly installation vessel has the opportunity to start assembly of the next turbine ahead of 
schedule, instead of being idle at the site, average cost per turbine can be improved, and so will 
the LCoE. Redundancy in the feeder chain is therefore another way of optimisation 

• Deck Capacity. The number of turbine sets that can be taken on board is an important variable. 
Installation vessels can take multiple sets on deck. For feeders that may be a challenge – and under 
the US Jones Act there are further restrictions, as will be discussed below 

• Emission savings. Though not directly affecting the installation process, this parameter is 
becoming ever more important. Carbon emission considerations may push the field development 
towards more sustainable solutions with lighter equipment and eco-friendly modes of 
transportation 

 
But alternative transportation modes also introduce new aspects to the supply chain. By keeping the 
installation vessel in the wind farm, larger components of the wind turbine will have to be transferred 
twice instead of only once (picture 5). 
 
 

Picture 5. Feeder solution for transportation services; two interfaces 

 
The first interface, the transfer of components at the shore end of the chain, will not change in its 
essence, although in practice there may be some changes. This will depend on the alternative that has 
been chosen. 
A WTIV will jack up and handle the components autonomously. Alternative transportation solutions 
typically lack crane capacity to lift tower pieces, nacelle or blades on board when coming along 
quayside. The transport ship or barge will have to rely on a shore crane. Alternatively, heavier 
components can also be rolled on board, depending on the design of the feeder. In both cases, port 
infrastructure may require certain additional investments. 
 
Timely availability of land-based equipment can be impacted by congestion on the quayside. Supply 
of floating cranes, like sheerlegs, may take away this bottleneck but adds to the all-in cost of 
transportation – and might create congestion on the water as well. 
When using quayside equipment, vessel movements may need to be motion compensated. Given the 
fact that ports are usually in sheltered waters, this compensation requirement will be limited and can 
be handled by heave compensation in the crane. 
 
In the case of a dedicated feeder solution, a second interface will be added to the supply chain. This 
one is more challenging as the transfer of components will have to be executed offshore on open 
water, exposed to wind and sea conditions. Several aspects need careful consideration, including 
mooring and manoeuvrability, motion compensation and weather windows. 
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VI. Feeder Solutions as an Alternative to Multifunctional Wind Turbine Installation Vessels 
 
We will now look at some transportation concepts to get a better understanding of where the 
transportation practice is heading. Quite a few of the feeder solutions are still in design stages, or at 
best under construction. Primary reason is that only under pressure of the Jones Act,  the industry is 
for the first time incentivised to come up with alternatives to WTIV transportation. To enable the 
offshore wind industry in the US to reach its goals, several feedering alternatives are being developed. 
 
Feeder ship 
The fastest way to take components from port to wind farm, will be with a shipshape purpose-built 
feeder vessel. Crucial feature is the motion compensating capability of the ship. To have maximum 
manoeuvrability, the vessel will be outfitted with dynamic positioning (DP) capabilities. These feeder 
ships can be basic or built with all the bells and whistles - in both cases the required investment 
remains substantial. The offshore wind market has shown that day rates, especially for long periods 
(for instance for SOVs), are relatively low. For installation work, charter contracts are shorter (linked 
to a specific project or campaign), and thus ship owners will need higher day rates to secure decent 
bank financing. 
 
The key challenge will be the initial investment amount. When specifically looking at Jones Act-
compliant ships, newbuilding prices will be two to three times higher than for comparable vessels built 
outside the US – and even that rule of thumb might be too optimistic. A couple of Jones Act-compliant 
rock installation vessels that are under construction at an American shipyard, have been ordered in 
2021 for close to USD 200 mln each. These ships will of course differ in onboard equipment, but the 
overall dimensions are fairly comparable. That records are there to be broken was proven in late 
October. Two container vessels have been ordered at the same American yard at a price that was 
almost eight times higher than a newbuilding from an international yard. Shipping, offshore oil & gas 
and offshore wind are all competing for limited US yard capacity, and the newbuilding prices for Jones 
Act-compliant vessels reflect this situation. 
 

Picture 6. Design of an offshore wind feeder vessel (source: C-Job.com) 
 
Conversion 
An alternative to a newbuilding can be a converted self-propelled flat-top heavy cargo vessel. This ship 
type is often used for long-haul project cargoes for oil & gas and civil engineering projects. Some of 
these ships are semisubmersible, making them very suitable for roll-on operations in port. Also for 
discharging offshore, in the wind farm, partly ballasting can increase stability during lifting operations. 
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Such vessels have to be upgraded with motion compensating equipment, either permanently or 
temporarily, in order to qualify for safe feeder operations. Depending on the expected employment, 
the operator may choose for a permanent upgrade (against a substantial investment) or opt for a 
more flexible solution with rental equipment. In any case – conversion candidates are few, and all of 
them built outside the US. 
 
Tug & barge combination 
Upgrading existing seagoing barges with motion compensating equipment seems to be the most cost 
efficient way to transport turbine components to the wind farm. The necessary equipment can be 
rented, limiting the investment amount even further. The layout of the motion compensating on-deck 
spread has a high degree of flexibility, and will operate in concert with a heave-compensated hook in 
the crane.6 
 
The CAPEX component can be kept low, but this feeder alternative comes with relatively high 
additional operational expenses (OPEX). As the barge is non-propelled, the concept also requires at 
least one tug to tow the barge from port to WTIV, and back. To bring the barge alongside the 
installation vessel, a second tug will be required. Alternatively, manoeuvrability of the barge can be 
enhanced by adding (rental) DP systems – but DP systems add to the total spread cost as well.  
 
Bespoke solutions 
There are quite some parallels between the offshore wind and offshore oil & gas industries. One of 
these aspects is the tendency to come up with innovative, and sometimes even eccentric concepts. 
Development and construction cost are often high, and create economic vulnerability when day rates 
come down. But as long as the supply of installation vessels is lagging demand, and the concepts deal 
with the challenges, there may be room for these solutions. 
 
A few interesting feeder concepts that have come to the market to cope with the US Jones Act 
limitations 

• Maersk Supply Service has developed a concept that avoids a floating-to-fixed transfer of the 
turbine components. The feeder barge will not come alongside the WTIV, but will be offloaded by 
way of a dock-in configuration. The barge will sail into the U-shape WTIV. A locking system engages 
and stabilizes the barge, creating a fixed-to-fixed transfer situation. A tray with turbine 
components is elevated off the barge. After the transfer, the locking system is retracted, and the 
barge will be released. Maersk’s installation vessel will be supported by two newbuilt Jones Act-
compliant tugs and two barges, that will transport the components.7 

• The Feederdock concept is along the same lines as the Maersk design, but in this case the barge 
stays docked in the WTIV and is lifted out of the water during the entire installation operations, 
while the tug remains on location. Once the turbine has been assembled, the WTIV jacks down 
again, and the barge will be released and picked up by the tug.8  

• Norwegian company Havfram has developed a semisubmersible jack-up solution with a float-over 
of the feeder barge. When submerged, the feeder barge can be brought into position over the 
main deck. Then the WTIV will be jacked up, and lift the barge out of the water.9 

• BargeRack concept. Design company Friede & Goldman, with a long track record in developing 
drilling rig designs, has surprised the offshore wind market with another barge lift solution. The 
WTIV will lift the feeder barge with its cargo out of the water by using a gigantic forklift, thus 
eliminating the vessel motions of the feeder, and creating a fixed-to-fixed situation – similar to 
the aforementioned cases of Maersk, Feederdock and Havfram.10 
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Picture 7. Clockwise, from top left, Maersk concept, Feederdock concept, Havfram concept and BargeRack concept 

 
Standardisation always starts with a successful precursor, but some of the feeder designs will have a 
long way to go to become a broadly accepted industry solution. Most concepts are costly, especially 
compared to a simple tug-barge combination. 
What could be a more important issue, is the limited flexibility – and therefore alternative 
applicability. Whereas the feeder barge can freely choose from the regional supply of basic tugs and 
sea-going barges and can supply to any WTIV, the Maersk, Feederdock and F&G concepts seem to be 
dependent on the purpose-built combinations of installation vessels and feeder barges. 
 
 
 
VII. Feeder Solutions: What to Look for?  
 
The offshore wind industry is still young - only dating back to the early nineties of the previous century. 
At the first site - the 5MW Vindeby wind farm in Denmark - the installed turbine capacity was a mere 
450KW. Currently, prototype turbines with a rated capacity of 14MW and 15MW are being tested by 
Vestas, Siemens Gamesa and GE, while Chinese turbine manufacturers are following suit and eying 
foreign markets as well. 
 
Turbine development is not going to stop at this size, and 20MW machines will be installed in the not- 
too-distant future. The continuous changes of the wind generators – in scale, size and design – make 
adaptation within the supply chain a great challenge. Several parameters have to be taken into 
account, to come to an alternative transportation solution and relieve the shortage of installation 
vessels, aggravated by local content regulation in countries like the US. 
 
So what are the key features for a good alternative to an installation vessel’s solo performance? 
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Lower day rates 
One of the first things that contractors will look for, are the potential cost advantages. If the difference 
is slim, the likelihood that they will change to a new mode of transport is small. Any deviation from 
the conventional method is considered a potential risk. 
The day rate of any alternative is a function of the newbuilding cost. Dedicated jack-up installation 
vessels will have all-in project cost of at least USD 250 mln, but more likely beyond USD 300 mln.11 
Ships built for the protected American market will have a CAPEX north of USD 450 mln. From this 
perspective, even the more exotic foreign design concepts will probably have lower day rates than 
any locally built WTIV. 
 
But in the offshore wind industry with its ongoing tendency towards sizing-up and scaling-up, service 
equipment owners are under a constant pressure to meet the latest operational requirements. 
Installation vessels have to be able to lift ever heavier foundations, and reach ever higher hubs of the 
next generation turbines. For the supporting transportation assets, this means they have to follow the 
latest developments as well, or end up in a second-tier market segment after 10 to 15 years. The 
minimum day rate that ship owners need for their vessels is usually based on the expected economic 
life of an asset. The latter is now threatened by the sizing-up of components. This tendency decreases 
the available time for an asset owner to recoup the invested capital, and also brings uncertainty into 
the financeability of newbuilding projects by banks and debt funds. 
 
Operational flexibility 
Day rates are of course an important factor, but there are more features that must be taken into 
account when looking for alternatives. The WITV remains the linchpin in the installation process, and 
must be the driver of the organisation, planning and timing of the supply chain. Therefore it is essential 
that the feeder solution has maximum flexibility, to accommodate an optimised use of the WTIV. A 
new set of wind turbine components always has to be ready for offloading when the installation vessel 
is in jacked-up position next to the foundation. The components can then be lifted off, and assembled 
right away, without loss of time for the WTIV. 
 
This demand for timely availability offshore creates a new problem. After delivery of the turbine 
components, the feeder vessel may not have sufficient time for a round trip to bring a new set. To 
keep the process going – especially when the distance to shore increases - the supply chain will require 
sufficient operational redundancy, by way of a second feeder ship or tug-barge combination. The two 
service vessels can now provide an alternate service. Moreover, the available redundancy makes it 
also possible to cope with potential congestion in port, especially when it gets busy at the quayside. 
While one barge is on its way to the wind farm, the other barge can be loaded and prepared for the 
next delivery whenever there is an opportunity to load. This illustrates another advantage of 
feedering. If the WTIV is also doing transportation services, the logistics planning in port must be 
flawless because any waiting time will be added to the total installation time. Late arrival of the WTIV 
due to weather issues can impact a smooth loading process in port even more, and delays will cascade 
through the chain. 
 
Manoeuvrability. For the delivery of the turbine components to the installation vessel, two other 
features are important, one of which is manoeuvrability. Assuming that the self-elevating installation 
vessel is already in jacked-up position at the foundation site when the feeder arrives, the feeder will 
have to come alongside, and stay in that position during the transfer of the turbine components to 
the WTIV. There are several ways to achieve this, from physically being moored against the installation 
ship, to hovering on dynamic positioning systems without making any direct contact with the 
installation platform. In the past, existing smaller jack-up vessels and lift boats have been used on 
occasions, but with the turbine scaling-up these vessels lack the required deck space and 
carrying/jacking capacity. 
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Motion compensation 
The other feature for the actual delivery of the components, is adequate compensation of the 
movements of the cargo during lift-off. The transfer will take place on open sea, and thus be exposed 
to waves and wind. Only when the feeder is self-elevating or lifted out of the water, transfer of the 
components can be performed fixed-to-fixed - without motion compensation. A few of these solutions 
are mentioned in this white paper. In many cases, at least one of the two vessels will be floating when 
the components are being lifted off. 
 
The offshore oil & gas industry has ample experience with ship-to-platform transfers. This is mostly 
done with relatively light weights or via motion compensating gangways. Offshore wind turbine 
installation is of a different character. The components are heavier than the usual transfers, odd-sized 
and often more vulnerable. 
 
 

 
 
Picture 8. Coordinate system and reference axes of a ship (source: marineinsight.com) 
 
 
The compensation can be done at two levels; on the feeder deck, with motion compensating platforms 
that predominantly cope with the pitch and roll movements of the vessel, or high up in the hook of 
the crane of the installation vessel, by way of a heave compensating device. 
 
It is not expected that the feeder vessel will need motion compensating capabilities for all dimensions. 
The heave-compensation from the turbine installation vessels is becoming more and more advanced. 
Initially, compensation was done through active heave compensation (AHC) of the ship’s main crane. 
Adding specialised heave-compensating tools to the hook of the crane is gradually replaced the crane’s 
AHC. This is considered to be safer during floating-to-fixed lifting operations. 
 
The step to heave-compensating features is relatively small, and will decrease the required 
specifications for a feeder vessel’s deck equipment. On board of the feeder vessel, the essence is in 
mitigating the movements in the X and Y-dimensions - the pitch and roll of a vessel (the horizontal 
space). On the WTIV, the tool in the crane hook compensates for the Z-dimension movements – the 
vessel’s heave (the vertical space). With the increasing capabilities of heave compensating crane tools, 
motion compensation on board of the feeder can be limited to transfer of tall and heavy components 
like the tower pieces. 
 
From a CAPEX perspective, this technical improvement to the WTIV crane may make expensive, high-
end feeder alternatives less relevant, and reduce the overall cost of transporting components to the 
wind farm site even more. Heave compensation in the crane hook will however add an additional tool 
to the WTIV box. It will require additional planning & flexibility on board of the installation vessel. 
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Moreover, a heave-compensating tool means yet another piece of equipment with the possibility of 
downtime risk, according to some of the people that have been interviewed. Project managers will 
therefor follow the operational performance during the first feeder cases closely, to assess any 
potential future risk. 
 
Weather windows. There is of course the potential loss of time during this second, offshore interface. 
Motion compensation by way of hook and on-deck devices has its limits. Above certain weather (wind 
speed) and sea (wave height and period) conditions, component transfers are no longer considered 
safe, or allowed under existing insurance policies. The lift-off time at the wind farm site thus adds 
additional exposure for the activities offshore, compared to a WTIV that has brought out the 
components from port. This may require longer weather windows per turbine installation as result of 
time lost because of waiting on weather. 
 
But maybe even more important is the fact that the WTIV needs sufficient time to jack up and jack 
down, as well as a good weather window, when moving around within the wind farm. To limit the 
installation work’s exposure to weather and sea state as much as possible, it is important to keep the 
vessel at the wind farm site, and not waste any time with return trips to the marshalling port. Feeders 
can do that low-profile work, whilst the installation vessel has maximum flexibility for installation of 
turbines and moving to the next foundation site. The feeders – with their redundancy embedded in 
the alternate transport service – will limit any time lost in the field, because once the installation vessel 
is positioned, there will be anew set of components available. This time redundancy can prove to be 
very valuable for efficient project development, especially when the installation works are also going 
to be performed during the winter season. 
 
Standardisation 
Short-lived assets like motion compensating platforms and crane hooks, are comparatively expensive 
because of their limited economic life. Standardisation is an effective way to curb CAPEX and rental 
cost. First, because this creates manufacturing benefits from economies of scale and repeat processes. 
Second, and equally important, standardisation makes it easier to deploy equipment on multiple types 
of vessels. The offshore oil & gas services industry can be considered a predecessor of the offshore 
wind installation business. As an example, after initial experiments with specialised and one-off 
offshore gangway designs, the industry now has a few generally accepted types of motion 
compensating gangways that can be installed on a wide scope of service vessels. For offshore wind it 
seems like a small step to use the oil & gas experience, and avoid going through the same learning 
curve. Unfortunately, there is virtually no comparable track record for motion compensating platforms 
in oil & gas. It’s therefore important that offshore wind learns from its predecessors, and manages to 
compress the development process for motion compensating tools to assist turbine installation. The 
sooner standard systems are agreed and accepted, the better. 
 
Mobilisation 
Closely related to standardisation is mobilisation. Although offshore wind developments are 
meticulously planned, not everything can be projected and controlled. Mishaps during the earlier 
stages of the wind farm happen, for instance during foundation installation, and they can push out 
subsequent activities in the supply chain. 
The same goes for delays that can spill over - from one offshore wind project to the next project 
because the booked assets are still tied up, or the installation vessel has to be released, while the 
project is not yet finished. Exceptional weather situations may also result in an unplanned extensions 
of the construction period. 
 
In case of rescheduling and adjustment of the project planning, flexible supply chain management of 
equipment and vessel availability can save time, and consequently rental and charter expenses. The 
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WTIV is the least flexible and most expensive link in the chain. Therefore flexibility should be sought 
in the marine spread of support services and transportation means. 
The ease of mobilising supporting assets for the installation vessel can substantially add to the solution 
of these planning and execution problems. A good example is the use of a tug-barge combination with 
on-board motion compensating platforms. When the WTIV is idle or not yet available, the feeder 
barges and tugs can be put to work for alternative jobs. It will be relatively easy to deploy the plug & 
play tools when they are easy to mobilise.  Temporary storage in standard container boxes creates 
flexibility as well. The motion compensating equipment can be brought on board on a just-in-time 
schedule, and prepared to be ready to feed the WTIV when the installation work is starting. 
 
Emission 
Wind farm installation is not only about expenses and LCoE. Even in case of equal cost for 
transportation alternatives, carbon emissions can vary widely. Supply chain emissions may be 
calculated for the potential scenarios at hand. Fuel type and daily consumption data are available to 
the developers and their project managers, and the alternatives can be compared. In case of two 
feeders performing the transportation duties, the project manager can opt for slow steaming for the 
return leg of the trip, and reduce carbon emission of the tug considerably. 
 
But not only the actual carbon emission during the installation stage matters. If the WTIV can maximise 
its productivity with as little downtime as possible, the turbines will become operational earlier, and 
thus replacement of fossil fuels by wind-generated energy is brought forward in time – thus reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions. This added value is an essential part of the decision process, to make 
offshore wind a sustainable industry 
 
 
VIII. High-Level Comparison – the US Jones Act Case 
 
Attention for feeder solutions is predominantly driven by the requirements under the Jones Act for 
offshore wind project in the US. In April 2022 a ruling confirmed that a foreign WTIV can install 
foundations and tower components in US waters, provided it has not transported such items from a 
US point. So foreign vessels are not allowed to pick up components in a US port and transport them 
to the site, as this would in violation of the coastal trade regulations. Moreover, because any offshore 
wind turbine foundations is considered a US point, a foreign-flag WTIV is not allowed to take an 
additional set of components from one foundation to the next. Therefor a feeder vessel can only 
deliver one turbine set at a time. 
 
There are however no Jones Act-compliant installation vessels available yet. The Charybdis is under 
construction – with expected delivery by the end of 2023 – but apart from that unit, the order book is 
empty. To realise the “30 by 30” target, the industry has no choice but to use some kind of feeder 
solutions for the upcoming installation contracts. 
 

Table 1 
 
Table 1 provides a basic comparison for some of the concepts that have been discussed above. 

Feeder Concepts Motion 
Compensation 

CAPEX 
Savings 

OPEX 
Savings 

Standardisation 

Purpose-built feeder ship Floating to Fixed Low Low Low 

Tug-Barge  / mooring Floating to Fixed High Medium-Low High 

Tug-Barge / lift Fixed to Fixed Medium Medium Low 

Tug-Barge / dock-in Fixed to Fixed Medium Medium Low 

Tug-Barge / float-over Fixed to Fixed High Medium High 
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Motion Compensation 
There are two kinds of offshore transfer methods. Floating-to-fixed, when the components will be 
lifted from the feeder vessel with assistance of motion compensating equipment. In table X, the 
purpose-built feeder ship and the moored tug-barge combination use this technique. In the case of 
fixed-to-fixed, the barge will first be secured in or on the WTIV. However, before the barge is “fixed”, 
there will be the lift, float-over or dock-in moment – also creating a floating-to-fixed situation. In this 
case the components and transportation barge are together brought into a secured state before the 
actual lifting of the components takes place. Nevertheless, in any feeder alternative the additional 
offshore interface in the supply chain forces the project managers to cope with the movements on 
the sea. 
 
CAPEX savings 
Building at US shipyards is expensive. The higher the specifications of a feeder vessel, the higher the 
investment will have to be. For a purpose-built feeder ship, CAPEX savings will most likely be limited. 
Especially when the supply chain requires a pair of feeder ships with dynamic positioning (DP). In such 
a case it might even be worth it to just build an American WTIV. 
For the barge solutions, much depends on the design of the barges. More specialised implies higher 
investments. In case of mooring or float-over, standard barges can probably be used – comparatively 
the cheapest alternative, also because there already is a fleet of these assets available that can be 
chartered or rented. 
 
OPEX savings 
Comparison of the operational expenses is predominantly driven by the number of barges, tugs and 
equipment operators that are required for the different alternatives. In case of mooring barges, more 
tugs will be required for save manoeuvring. Alternatively the barge may be equipped with DP, saving 
on tugs but adding equipment & operators. 
The purpose-built DP feeders ships will in any case be expensive to operate, as they will have a full 
American crew that exceeds the manning of the barge and tug. In case of a pair of these vessels, total 
OPEX will be quite high. 
 
Standardisation 
Standardisation is assessed based on potential uses for the vessels, outside the US offshore wind 
industry. In case of mooring or float-over, a standard 400ft barge will most probably be used for wind 
farm feedering. This barge class can be deployed in many other markets like civil works, coastal 
transportation and oil & gas. For the other two alternatives (lift & dock-in), the barges will be designed 
and built as part of a specific concept – and be limited for work in other segments, and probably also 
more expensive than competing assets in those markets. 
The ship shape feeders will be high-end assets, specifically built for offshore wind with bespoke 
equipment and deck layout – ruling them out as a competitive alternative in standard offshore work. 
in particular outside the US. 
 
 
IX. An Attempt to Quantify Time and Cost Savings 
 
It may be clear by now that there are many solutions, bringing a variety of parameters to the equation. 
They will all have an impact on changing the offshore wind supply chain. Still, it is worthwhile to have 
a stab at potential efficiency gains from a cost and time perspective - to try to quantify the 
consequences of the main alternatives. 
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Based on the input from interviews with industry professionals, a model has been used to explore the 
impact of three scenarios, using different modes of transportation 

• The conventional approach, using a Jones Act-compliant wind turbine installation vessel for 
transportation of the wind turbine components from marshalling port to offshore site as well 

• Tug-barge combination, serving as a feeder for the intra-field foreign-flag installation vessel. In 
this scenario, the feeder vessel will be moored alongside the WTIV 

• Purpose-built feeder ship with dynamic positioning, serving as a feeder for the intra-field foreign-
flag installation vessel 

For comparison purposes we are assuming that all assets – vessels and equipment – will be on a 
charter or rental basis that reflects CAPEX and OPEX. 
 
Time Comparison per Wind Turbine 
A first comparison shows the time it takes  in each scenario, to pick up, transport, deliver and assemble 
a wind turbine generator, as well as the return trip to port – a full cycle. One set comprises two or 
three tower pieces, a nacelle and three blades. In case of the US-flag WTIV, it has been assumed that 
she takes on 4 full sets every trip. The case at hand is for a wind farm of 70 turbines, with an average 
distance of 60 km from marshalling port to site. 
For the US-flag WTIV, there will only be one interface – when the components are taken on board in 
port. With a feeder solution, there will be the additional interface to lift off the components at the 
wind farm. In the graphs, time spent is broken down in four categories. “OWF / Lifting” includes 
positioning at site and – in case of a feeder – the time to lift-off all components, onto the installation 
vessel. 
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Comparing a US WTIV (taking 4 sets per trip) with a foreign-flag ship using some type of feeder 
transport (restricted to one set per trip under the Jones Act) this testcase shows a slight advantage for 
the conventional approach. As long as the lift-off time of the feeder takes longer than the time that 
the US WTIV is occupied for transportation purposes (spread over 4 sets), the latter will be faster. 
Distance to port and speed of the transportation vessels are decisive parameters - and changes can 
tip the balance. The relative difference between the fastest and slowest mode is rapidly decreasing 
with longer distances, and installation times converge. 
 
Cost comparison per Wind Turbine 
Comparing installation cost per turbine gives an entirely different outcome, as can be seen from the 
graphs below. Again the activities have been broken down in 4 categories. 
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Because the day rate for an American WTIV is much higher than the rate for the foreign competitor in 
case of a feeder solution, there are substantial savings in installation cost. As input a day rate of USD 
450,000 has been applied for the former, and USD 225,000 for the latter. A tug-barge combination is 
the cheapest solution, but even a US-built DP feeder vessel is worthwhile deploying as an alternative 
for an American WTIV. 
 
Cost Comparison at Wind Farm Level 
Looking at time and cost for just a single turbine only tells part of the story. To better understand the 
impact of feeder solutions for an entire project, we should also look at the bigger picture – and analyse 
the supply chain. 
 
For this purpose, instead of a single tug-barge feeder combination, two units have been assigned to 
the project. Even though an additional feeder increases the charter & rental cost for transportation 
purposes, it saves almost a month in total installation time, resulting in, for instance, less charter days 
for the WTIV. This has to do with the turnaround time of a single tug-barge combination - to go back 
to port and bring a new set to the WTIV. In the testcase, the turnaround time of the barge-tug 
combination exceeds the time required by the WTIV for installation of one turbine and subsequent 
move to the next location. 
 
In such suboptimal scenario, the installation vessel will be idle for almost 12 hours, waiting for the 
feeder to return. By using two tug-barge combinations, there will always be a next turbine available 
for installation, after completion of the previous one. The same approach applies for the feeder ship 
case, though idle time would be only 2 hours and 20 minutes per turbine because of the higher speed 
of a purpose-built ship compared to a barge on tow, and swifter positioning next to the WTIV using 
DP. 
 
To calculate the total cost of transportation and installation for the project, it is assumed that 
equipment and vessels are full-time on hire – from picking up the first set of components for the 
project until the final turbine has been installed. When using the barge-tug feeder solution, savings 
are about USD 13 million – over 25% less than when an American WTIV would do the transportation 
as well. For the purpose-built and more expensive US-flag feeder ship, savings are considerably less, 
but still getting close to USD 5 million, or 10%. 
 
Over time, the distance to shore as well as the size of the wind farms has gradually been increasing, 
and there are no signs that this trend will change in the upcoming years. A sensitivity analysis for both 
feeder alternatives shows the cost savings for larger projects that are further from port (see tables). 
 

 
Table 2 
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Table 3 

 
So far, perfect circumstances have been assumed in all above calculations, meaning that poor weather 
conditions are not taken into account. Wind and sea state may have a serious impact on the 
installation activities for a wind turbine. In all three scenarios, the WTIV as a self-elevating platform 
has to jack up next to the foundation, and jack down again after completion of the job. Any delay will 
cost additional charter hire for the ship. Bad weather will be especially costly in case of the US-flag 
WTIV. First of course because of the difference in day rate with the foreign-flag vessel. Secondly, there 
is no redundancy for the transportation stages of the installation cycle. Loss of valuable time may get 
bigger when the installation vessel has to commute to the marshalling port in challenging seas as well. 
Applying a pair of feeders can limit the additional expenses in such cases. Consequences of congestion 
are another aspect that has not yet been taken into account. This will depend on local circumstances. 
If a single marshalling port has to service multiple wind farms, delays as result of complications in 
logistics are very likely. 
 
For our calculation, an installation time per turbine of 36 to 38 hours is applied, which includes all 
stages from port to offshore site. This estimate is based on the assumption of highest efficiency and 
flawless execution. In reality, the average installation time has been 3.1 days per turbine over the past 
5 years, according to 4C Offshore.12 
 
 
X. From the Investor’s Perspective 
 
The aforementioned potential cost savings during project development can drive a turnaround from 
a project financing perspective. The current investment cases for offshore wind farms are often quite 
vulnerable. Main focus is too much on installation and commissioning, with still rather theoretical and 
rough assumptions towards the future operations and associated expenses. The offshore wind 
industry has a limited operational track record, with very few wind farms having gone through the full 
wind farm life cycle. Although experience with long-term management of big-size turbines will 
increase over time, it is understandable that accurate OPEX projections are still difficult to make. 
 
A comparison with onshore wind farms shows parallels, but there are also crucial differences. Recent 
experiences with smaller-size offshore turbines have shown that wear and tear at sea is more severe 
than on land, and replacement and repairs have to be done sooner after commissioning, and more 
often as well. For next-generation turbines, there is no operational track record yet, but it is fair to 
assume that experiences will be the same given size and scale of this unknown territory. In addition, 
offshore repair jobs require more extensive planning and execution, and have an entirely different 
cost dimension. 
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Underestimation of operational expenses will result in overly optimistic project return assumptions, 
like the internal rate of return (IRR). A worrying thing about the OPEX modelling is the assumption of 
uniformity. It is not a uniform annual amount, but starts relatively low and increases as the wind farm 
matures – unknown territory as there is no experience with large-size offshore wind turbines. If we 
combine this observation with earlier-than-expected repair and replacement works, then the outlook 
is quite gloomy.13 
 
At the moment there is an abundance of earmarked private and public green funds and oil & gas 
companies that are looking to step up their investments in renewable energy. This overwhelming 
demand for new sustainable investment opportunities pushes the IRRs further down in highly 
competitive tender and bidding processes. So instead of a necessary upward correction of the IRRs for 
future projects, returns are squeezed to the max. 14 
 
The Dogger Bank wind farm may serve as an example for what seems to be the case with many 
offshore wind farms. It is the largest wind farm under construction, with a total capacity of 3.6 GW. 
One would expect positive effect of economies of scale, improving the IRR. In reality, the returns are 
meagre. Norwegian research from 2021 has indicated that the rate of return does not exceed investor 
Equinor's rate of return requirement, and that the project in fact is unprofitable if compared with 
alternative investment opportunities that the energy company has - according to University of 
Stavanger researchers. This may be a bold statement, but it shows that the financial headroom is 
limited, even for such a large-scale wind farm.15 
 
Since the publication of this Norwegian research, the investing environment for offshore wind farms 
has changed – for the worse. Recently project developer Avangrid announced that under the current 
power purchase agreements (PPA) at least one of its US windfarms is no longer viable and it will not 
be able to move forward if no amendments are going to be made. Key reasons are price increases for 
global commodities, sharp and sudden increases in interest rates, prolonged supply chain constraints, 
and persistent inflation, according to the company.16 
 
As revenues are often locked in for many years through offtake agreements like PPAs and contracts-
for-difference, there is hardly any upside. As a result of disappointing OPEX levels there can however 
be a serious downside to the projected IRRs. Whether the prevailing IRR levels accurately reflect the 
risk/return profile, remains yet to be seen. Upside from higher revenues, like with commodity prices 
in the offshore oil & gas industry, is virtually non-existent for offshore wind. It is therefore important 
for the offshore wind industry to minimise expenses during the investment stage – as this is the phase 
when costs can best be managed and controlled. 
 
Supply chain issues are not only a great concern for developers, but for the turbine manufacturers as 
well. GE Renewable Energy, Siemens Gamesa and Vestas all face more or less the same problems. 
Although the Big 3 have a global market share of over 70% (excluding China), this does not show in 
the recent profit margins – all parties blaming supply chain issues as one of the main reasons.17  
 
Even in such a rapidly growing market with a positive demand outlook for decades to come, the 
manufacturing companies have shown low, even negative EBIT and profit margins. One of the 
manufacturers for instance reports the Lost Production Factor (LPF), a measurement of potential 
energy production that is not captured by installed wind turbines. From 2010 to 2015 the percentage 
for extraordinary repair and upgrades dropped, from almost 5% to below 2%. After some 4 years of 
stable LPF the curve has started to increase gradually after 2017, back to currently over 3%. Main 
reason is the extraordinary repair and upgrade level. This is a noteworthy development. One might 
expect that industry manufacturing leaders would manage to bring down the LPF when the technology 
matures and life cycle experience is increasing, but apparently the opposite is happening. Given the 
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performance of the leading manufacturers from turbine sales (including warranties), no substantial 
price reductions or discounts are to be expected for wind farm developers any time soon.18 
  
So in order to curb the impact of disappointments in the future, developers have to find cost-effective 
solutions in other stages of the wind farm investment. One place to look is among the generally 
accepted, and often costly industry practices – and thus create more headroom for future operational 
adversities. Improvements can be achieved during the installation and construction activities – and 
specifically in the port-to-site supply chain services. 
 
Our high-level attempt to assess potential savings in this part of the supply chain for a US offshore 
project is quite promising. The numbers may not seem high compared to the total investment for a 
wind farm, but with IRRs hovering around 5% - before any unanticipated project cost overruns or 
disappointing wind farm OPEX levels – it is an important opportunity to consider. 
 
 
XI. Some Concluding Remarks… 
 
What are the takeaways of this supply chain analysis? Our focus has been on efficiency in the supply 
chain – from a cost and from a time perspective. 
 
So where does the problem start? 
In order to achieve the ambitious global targets, the offshore wind industry will need a modern fleet 
of vessels that can handle the next generation of wind turbines. Shipowners face the challenge that 
turbine manufacturers keep raising the bar by increasing turbine size continually. The shortage of tier-
1 ships will translate into higher day rates. The lack of long-term charter contracts for newbuildings 
also keeps an upward pressure on day rates, as financing of the ships will be expensive. 
 
To cope with the higher installation costs – now and in the near future – the supply chain has to be 
optimised. Installation of wind turbines does offer opportunity for improvement. 
 
How can time efficiencies be achieved? 

• The crane vessel is key in the installation process. Keep it at the wind farm site – to avoid any 

cascading loss of time as result of transportation, port congestion and waiting on weather 

• Keeping her in the field means that the WTIV must be fed by transportation vessels like tug-barge 

combinations or purpose-built feeder ships 

• Distance is a factor, but the loading and offloading time of the transportation vessel is at least as 

important. If that is not done efficiently, the added value of the feeders suffers 

• There must be redundancy in port-to-wind farm transportation. By using a pair of feeder vessels 

per WTIV, flexibility is introduced - and the total process optimised. This will result in better 

control of the installation time of the project and reduce execution risks 

 
Where in the installation supply chain can cost be cut? 

• Transportation of the components into the wind farm is fairly straightforward work that can be 

done by vessels that are much cheaper than a wind turbine installation vessel 

• Planning can be vastly improved by using multiple feeders, but this comes at a price 

• State-of-the-art motion compensating equipment is indispensable for safe offshore transfer of the 

turbine components 

• The actual feeder vessel has to be the main cost saver. Using standard barges and tugs will have 

more impact than purpose-built feeders 
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• US offshore wind will make a compelling case for the feeder model in protected markets. Initial 

calculations show ample room to save installation cost. Foreign-flag WTIVs and their US-flag 

feeder vessels should be an attractive and competitive alternative to US-flag WTIV's - allowing the 

ambitious installation targets to be met 

 
What impact can a feeder model have from a carbon emission perspective? 

• Emission savings during installation. Relieving an installation vessel from its transportation duties 

by using tugs may save fuel consumption. Moreover, when using a pair of feeders, emissions can 

be cut more by applying slow steaming 

• Emission savings because of earlier fossil fuel replacement. An efficient feeder concept will result 

in earlier completion of the wind farm, and subsequent replacement of fossil fuels by wind energy 

 
 
XII. …and Recommendations – to Reduce LCoE and Achieve All Global Wind Goals 
 

• The supply chain needs more coordination and discipline. To make a viable business case, it will 

be all about total project cost – and the resulting LCoE. Sizing-up of turbines should not be a 

unilateral decision, but be done in concert with the installation contractors and shipowners – to 

avoid mismatches in demand and supply of tier-1 installation ships 

• Newbuilding projects should be backed by  long term employment contracts to bring down finance 

costs, but this seldom happens. For new entrants to the market it is hard to raise the required 

financing if they are not backed by a strong balance sheet or support of shareholders 

• The prevailing industry preference for time charter contracts to cover project installation work 

slows down innovation and cost cutting efforts. The owners of installation ships are not really 

incentivised or rewarded to deliver earlier, and have every reason to stick with the conventional 

way of wind turbine installation practice 

• More transparency and standardisation will enhance the efficiency of the installation process. 

Currently, many developers and contractors are treating the supply chain as a black box, informing 

subcontractors on a need-to-know basis only. This is counterproductive, hampers innovation and 

increases installation cost 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbKAtLL7pME
https://www.offshore-mag.com/rigs-vessels/article/14232736/friede-goldmans-bargerack-design-earns-abs-approval
https://www.offshore-mag.com/rigs-vessels/article/14232736/friede-goldmans-bargerack-design-earns-abs-approval
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFezrv_v2GM

